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Steel Deck Institute Design Manuals for Floor and Roof Deck 
 
 




The Steel Deck Institute (SDI) has developed new design manuals to assist in 
the use of their consensus floor and roof deck standards.  The SDI Floor Deck 
Design Manual, 1st Edition (FDDM) is based on the requirements of the 
ANSI/SDI NC-2010 Standard for Non-composite Steel Floor Deck and the 
ANSI/SDI C-2011 Standard for Composite Steel Floor Deck-Slabs.  The SDI 
Roof Deck Design Manual, 1st Edition (RDDM) is based on the requirements of 
the ANSI/SDI RD-2010 Standard for Steel Roof Deck.  Both manuals contain 
information on available deck profiles and finishes, and design and installation 
information.  Additionally, both manuals contain extensive tables for design and 
design examples.  This paper will illustrate the key features of both manuals. 
 
 
General Design Manual Format 
 
Each Design Manual is divided into a Forward and seven sections as follows: 
 
Section 1 Introduction to Floor (Roof) Deck  
Section 2 Floor (Roof) Roof Deck Design Considerations 
Section 3 Fasteners 
Section 4 Construction Practices   
Section 5 Tables 
Section 6 Examples 
Section 7 References 
 
                                                          
1
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 Roof Deck Design Manual Highlights 
 
Transverse Distribution of Concentrated Loads on Roof Deck 
 
A method for designing roof deck for concentrated loads including transverse 
distribution of the concentrated load, based on testing at the Missouri University 
of Science and Technology is published for the first time.  This method provides 
simple equations for calculating the effective deck width for 1-1/2” roof deck 
profiles. 
 





Figure 1 – Concentrated Load on Roof Deck 
 
 
Reinforcement of Openings in Roof Deck 
 
Openings in roof deck may need to be reinforced to restore sufficient capacity 
that has been reduced by the opening.  Cold-formed channels or zees can be 
inserted into the ribs of the deck to act as beams that span between supporting 
members. 
 
This Manual has strength information for zee reinforcement, however other 
sections may be used.  As important as spanning capacity parallel to the ribs is 
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the ability of the deck to span perpendicular to the ribs at the opening.  If the 
attached curb, sump, or other accessory does not possess sufficient strength and 
stiffness in this direction to properly support the edge, a supporting frame 
designed by the Designer should be considered.  In cases where the opening is 
large, the spans are long, or the loads are large, it will be necessary to provide a 





Figure 2 – Roof Deck Reinforcing 
 
 
Roof Deck on Cold-Formed Steel Framing 
 
An increasing application for steel roof deck is being supported by cold-formed 
steel truss or rafter systems.  By using steel roof deck instead of plywood or 
OSB sheathing, truss spacing can be increased from 2 foot to 4 foot on center or 
more.  This often results in more cost effective roof systems that are non-
combustible.  The Manual provides a list of guidelines that designers should 




Roof Deck Tables 
 
The following tables for roof deck design are provided for the use of designers.  
The tables are based on steel with yield strength of 33 ksi, and section properties 
that represent the “lower bound” of sections produced by SDI Members.  
Individual manufacturers may produce deck with slightly different section 
properties and higher yield strengths, and the catalogues of these manufacturers 
should be consulted for more exact information.  All tables include both 
Allowable Strength Design (ASD) and Load and Resistance Factor Design 
(LRFD) information as applicable. 
 
Table 1  Section Properties and Flexural Resistance 
Table 2   NR Deck Span Tables 
Table 3  IR Deck Span Tables 
Table 4  WR Deck Span Tables 
Table 5  DR Deck Span Tables 
Table 6  Shear and Web Crippling Strength 
Table 7  Web Crippling Strength for Varied Bearing Lengths 
Table 8  Arc Spot Weld Data 
Table 9  Screw Data 
Table 10 Fastener Patterns 
Table 11 Axial Compression Capacity of Deck 
Table 12 Reinforcing Zees      
 
 
Roof Deck Examples 
 
Thirteen design examples that illustrate the design of roof deck and the 
application of the Tables are included. 
 
Example 1A Steel Deck with Uniform Spans (ASD)  
Example 1B Steel Deck with Uniform Spans (LRFD)  
Example 2A Steel Deck with Non-Uniform Spans (ASD) 
Example 2B Steel Deck with Non-Uniform Spans (LRFD) 
Example 3 Uplift Resistance of Welds and Screws  
Example 4 Line Loads on Deck 
Example 5 Web Crippling Strength 
Example 6 Web Crippling with Different Bearing Lengths 
Example 7 Concentrated Load 
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Example 8 Steel Deck Bracing Wall – Combined Compression and 
Bending      
Example 9A Fasteners Under Combined Uplift and Shear  – Joist Support 
Example 9B Fasteners Under Combined Uplift and Shear   
  – Cold-Formed Support      
Example 10 Ponding Check for Deck Supported on Joist  and Girder  
Example 11 Ponding Check for Deck Supported on Girder Only 
Example 12 Deck Penetration Reinforcement 
Example 13 Sump Pan Installation 
 
 
Floor Deck Design Manual Highlights 
 
Strength Design of Composite Floor Deck-Slabs 
 
An explanation of the design methodology for composite steel floor deck slabs 
that is contained in the ANSI/SDI C-2011 Standard for Composite Steel Floor 
Deck-Slabs is included, along with a description of the Ultimate Strength 




Concentrated and Moving Loads on Composite Deck-Slabs 
 
Concentrated loads may be accommodated on composite deck-slabs by 
designing the concrete to adequately distribute the concentrated load 
transversely across the deck.  A procedure for distributing the load and 
calculating the concrete slab design moment is found in ANSI/SDI C-2011, 
Standard for Composite Steel Floor Deck-Slabs Section 2.4.B.9, and a design 
example is included in the Manual. 
 
Recommendations for design for forklifts and parking garages are included. 
 
 
Pour Stops and Girder Fillers 
 
The analytical basis for the SDI pour stop and girder filler tables is published for 
the first time. 
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 Penetrations Through Floor Slabs 
 
Penetrations through floor slabs are commonly needed for passage of plumbing 
or ductwork through floors.  The manual provides recommended design 
practices for small openings that can be reinforced within the slab, and for larger 









 Figure 4 - Unsupported Opening Model 
 
 
Loads During Concrete Placement and Finishing 
 
A discussion of when the minimum 20-psf construction phase live loads may not 
be adequate is included.  The deck span tables include construction spans for the 




Slab Crack Control 
 
An extensive discussion of concrete cracking due to temperature and shrinkage 
and flexural cracking is included.  Methods for controlling both types of 
cracking are discussed, including the use of steel and synthetic macro fibers in 
the concrete mix.  An example showing one possible way of checking flexural 
cracking over supports is included. 
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 Figure 5 – Beam Rotation Model for Flexural Cracking 
 
 
Floor Deck Tables 
 
The following tables for floor deck design are provided for the use of designers.  
The tables are based on steel with yield strength of 40 ksi for composite deck, 
and section properties that represent the “lower bound” of sections produced by 
SDI Members.  Individual manufacturers may produce deck with slightly 
different section properties and higher or lower yield strengths, and the 
catalogues of these manufacturers should be consulted for more exact 
information.  All tables include both Allowable Strength Design (ASD) and 
Load and Resistance Factor Design (LRFD) information as applicable. 
 
Table 1  Bare Deck Section Properties and Flexural Resistance 
Table 2  Construction Span Tables 
Table 3  Composite Deck-Slab Moment of Inertia 
Table 4  Composite Deck-Slab Yield Moment 
Table 5  Bare Deck Shear and Web Crippling 
Table 6  Concrete Deck-Slab Superimposed Loads 
Table 7  Reinforced Concrete Slab Superimposed Loads 
Table 8  Composite Deck-Slab Shear Capacity 
Table 9  Arc Spot Weld Data 
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Table 10 Screw Data 
Table 11 Pour Stop Table 
Table 12 Girder Filler Table 
Table 13 Concrete Slab Fire Separation Table 
 
 
Floor Deck Examples 
 
Eleven design examples that illustrate the design of floor deck and the 
application of the Tables are included. 
 
Example 1 Unshored Construction Span Calculation 
Example 2 Unshored Construction Span Calculation for Unequal Spans  
Example 3 Composite Section Properties 
Example 4 Concentrated Load 
Example 5 Wall Load Parallel to Deck Span 
Example 6 Composite Floor Slab with a Line Load Perpendicular to Span 
Example 7 Form Deck and Slab Design 
Example 8 Negative Moment Reinforcing for Continuous Spans 
Example 9 Flexural Cracking 
Example 10 Pour Stop Design  





The new SDI Roof Deck Design Manual, 1st Edition, and SDI Floor Deck 
Design Manua1, 1st Edition each represent a step forward for designers of 
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